
The IFC will sponsor its sixth
annual hemophilia blood drive in the
Sala on November 13 and 14. The IFC
hopes that all members of the MIT
community, not just fraterniity
members, will donate. Registration
forms are available in the Medical
Department office thiis week.
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By Greg Bernhardt

E': AnP almost deafening roar
accomparnies him as he walks onto the

! stage. Over 9,000 people rise to clap
and cheer. 'After a long evening of
speeches, music, and appeals for money,
the last speaker, Senator Eugene
McCarthy, has come up to the
microphone.

A minute passes and he. raises hand
X in the characteristic V. Some return the
. sign, some start stamping their feet,

-:i::: some start crying "We' want Gene," and
:X some just continue clapping. Almost

with the tone of a religious revival the
-i-.-.::-unrestrained enthusiasm continues for

five minutes before he is able to speak.
,"new politics"

The champion of the "new politics"
had come to Boston to speak at the

p::: "Eleven Votes for Peace" rally Friday 
i night. He had come to raise money for

i eleven candidates runninrg for the U.S.
: :Senate. He had come .to talk of

~-:~ ;:::: "making the political processes work,"
and he had come to tell his fbollwers,

W "You've been with me, and I've been
with you since the very beginning."

>ents And along with him had come Paul
O'Dwyer, one of the eleven,
campaigning in New York, John
Gillisgan, another of the eleven from
Ohio, former MIT professor Richard
Goodwin, Tony RandalL Shirley
MacLaine, and, not surprisingly,
Professor Jerome Lettvin.

Photo by John Borscht
Senator Eugene McCarthy was featured speaker at the "11 Votes f

Peace rally" in the Boston Garden arena Fridav.
Likewise, Q'Dwyer receiv,

thunderous approval when he remarkt
that there was "no magic to the age ,
21 for voting" and that society shou
"give a man of 18 the right -
determine by the ballot box wheth
he will live or die." Equally we
received was the rernark that "maybe
department of peace would be a goc
idea "

As dissatisfied with preset
American policies as the audence wa
they were equally as dissatisfied wit
the approach and solutions offered t
the- left-wing radicals. Mike Schwartz,
candidate for State Representatih
representing the Peace and Freedin
party,:- was allowed to address the rail

The somewhat warm receptio
Schwartz received at the begimin
quickly turned to ice as he charger
"From the outset his (McCarthy's) air

(Please turn to page 10)
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Into the Boston Garden had come
mostly young people; high schoolers
wanting to see their idol, youngsters
there for the fun of it, a smattering of
activists handing out literature, and
thousands of college students looking
for an alternative to what the regular
parties have offered for November 5.

Continue the cause
Perhaps most came to keep the new

politics movement from dying.
Although response to criticism of
Nixon and Wallace generated a lot of
noise, the greatest enthusiasm was
shown for the mere restatement of the
ideals and goals of the eleven. Next to
McCarthy, Paul O'Dwyer received the
largest reaction of the evening when
he stated, "Take the foreign policy of
John Foster Dulles and scrap it for
once and for all."
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By Charles Mann
The drive to save Biafra ended with a 24 hour vigil held at the Common on

TIemont Street this last Friday and Saturday. The participants consisted of
ments from a numnlber of colleges in the area including MIT, and several Boston
u residents. The vigil aimed to revive interest in the dying nation of Biafra and
to0 kfor ' assistance, both divine and monetary, in the effort to aid the starving
f that nation. Biafra itself has almost ceased to exist, though a considerable

fort has been nounted to come to its aid.
Service held

-An interdenominational senrice was held Saturday morning during which
di0onal pleas for assistance were made. But it seems that the nation of Biafra is
ost beyond help. The people of that country have been driven back into one
ri which will' probably be overrun soon. The protest against the Nigerian

grmnent's apparent attempt to exterminate the people of Biafra is a cry often
id, but it appears that here once again the force of word opinion and the
:orts of a humanitarian few were insufficient to turn a government aside from a
omse it saw as-essential. (Both the Biafran and Nigerian governments have

ructed the flows-of food and medical supplies to the people of Biafra.)
MIT participation in the effort in Boston was so small as to be almost

Agidle. It should be example enough to point out that the residents of one of
1large dormitories managed to contribute an average of only about $.80 each to
p the fund drive.: :

Forer UAPIS V:iew

both sides feel lost. ATis, he noted, was the result of year:
of structured society in which one man held higher caste
than another.

Next Dr. Joseph Wheelwright of Berkeley related hi
experiences with the "Lives and Loves of California Colleg
Students." In a clinic on the Berkeley Campus of Al
University of California, Dr. Wheelwright and his associate:
were able to get inside information on the trend of youtt
and changes in attitudes. He noted a shift from "logos t1
eros" and abandonment of the double standard. He als(
noted cuntersexual components. This trend, evident in the
dress and grooming of students, strives to equate the sexe:
by removing differences.

The delivery of each talk was followed by pane
discussion audience participation.

Bette image
In depicting black youth, Dr. Charles A. Pinderhuglhe

drew from his experiences with black youth groups--
notably the Black Panthers and city rioters. Continually
emphasizing the will of the Panthers to project a good
image, he read from a pamphlet published by the group

(Please turn ro page 7)
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"Youth have not changed" was the premise stated by
Dr. Henry Werner of Harvard as he led the opening
discussion Saturday in Kresge Auditorium. Marking its
thirty-fifth anniversary, the Boston Psychological Society
and Institute sponsored a symposium concerning
"Contemporary Issues of oauth." Four speakers who
discussed the specific issues were Dr. Fritz Redl, Dr. Joseph
Wheelwright, Dr. Charles A. Pinderhuges, and Dr. Robert S.
Wallerstein.

Dr. Redl, for instance, gave his observations on a
psychoanalytical youth. This "smorgasbord," as he called it,
was no less than a neatly, well defined listing of the five
major issues of interest to psychoanalysts who study youth.
He discussed in detail the prejudice vacuum, the
unquenchable urge for tribal rituals, the deindividualization,
the backlash from technological "milk" feeding and
warnings of paranoic conditions.

Prejudice vacuum
His ideas on "prejudice vacuum" were very pessimistic

in their accuracy. Prejudice is necessary for both the bigots
and the victims to have "fun." When prejudice is removed.

By
lnscomn
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:The present structure of Inscormm
out of a proposal first deliberated

1952. In 1953, the present structure
ihscomnm, consisting of UAP, class

nts, living group .representatives
arepresentative of the Activities

.-R was approved by Inscomm and
into effect in 1954. Prior to
Inscomrm was a large, unwieldy
which was unable to govern
ely or actively. The president of

Senior class automatically became
mm president, not being elected

popular vote as the Undergraduate
0tin President is chosen today.

Former UAP's compare
h order to obtain an understanding
$e present situation The Tech

iewed two faculty members of
who had been the UAPs when the
tmorganizations wvere effected.

Pffessosr John Saloma, who was
UAP mn 1955, believes that apathy

!Ud will continue to be, one of the
~S problems facing a 'student gov-

hent, ere at MIT or elsewhere'~*** $bte~~lkmhse w h ere.9·cc~

By Charls MannR ..
A strong and cogent challenge to the ideoiogies of both the Soviet Union and

the United States was descnied in Thursday's colloquium of the Educatiorn
Research Center.

The Sakharov Manuscriept, the subject of discussion, deals with the thesis that
the only way problems of humanity will ever be solved is through the cooperation
of the Soviet and American governments. Since Sakharov is himself a scientist
(member of the Academy of Sciences, originator of the theoretical process for the
control of nuclear fusion) he deals with the possibgiites for action by scientists to
imporve the relations between countries. ..

,, .:, .,:, ,- .. i .! .

i I. Rabi, professor at Columbia and Nobel laureate, conducted the discussion
which resulted in a request from the floor that the paper be discussed in facult
nmeeting.

t The substance of the Sakharov paper is a scenario for the development of bet
Russia and the US from the present until the year 2000. The first stage projectei

t involves an ideological split within the ranks of communism so strong that 
, multiparty system comes into existence and the party of realists (those who se
the need for international cooperation) comes into power. The next stage
projected by Sakarov takes place in the United States when the "intema
progressive forces" bring the United States closer to socialism and receCitatior
with the Soviet Uniof. This leads to peaceful coexistence and cooperation iX
socialism between the US and USSR. The third stage, in which the twc
superpowers are no longer alienated, centers around an effort by these twc
countries to bring the less developed countries up to their level. This, according tc
Sakharov could be brought about by a twenty per cent tax on the nationa
products of both countries. The final stage is the creation of a world governmert
This social revolution will, in view'of this scientist, be accompanied by E
comparable scientific and technical upheaval case resulting in the solution of the
problems of hunger, omnipresent war and the taming of the unlimited power ol
fusion.

Overly optimisftic?

This is obviously a highly optimistic view and hence might be disregardedL T
in the opinion of some people who commented on the paper, is indicatm of 
basic problem with our societies that we are overly cautious and, by tal m
careful steps, allow events to overtake us. At the beginning of his discusaiof f 
paper, Professor Rabi mentioned the effects of the optimism of the Amerar
scientists at the end of World War II about the possibilities for control and use of
nuclear power. These men actually proposed that all control of nuclear weapor
be given to a world corporation, this became our position on atomic energy in tXe
United Nations. The effort to prevent the military from getting complete control
of atomic weapons was made because this group of .physicists held to their
optimism.

(Please turn to page 6)

WAs-pOrnore *from 'gurton'IHouseg .;,=i ::!:,:?.;i·,-.:.sP~b d Moll bll

sabed oday at I l:OO am as,"'""--- Iad three other Burton residents

to apprehend 2 Negroes
$0 they suspected of stealing a

.g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'0 ui t.The student is apparently.;*
Mod Condition. Further details of ' Photo by Dave Fish
theft and investigation were not *P Srofessor I.I. Rabi of'Columbia University discussed a paper by Russiantieto The fech at press time. *physicist Andrei Sakharov in an Educational Research Colloquium held
"~************************+~ Thursday.

MeCarthy'9$ "11 Votes for Peace"9
continues the New Politics cause

l coulysis

ilfelne foer Biafra vigil 
nds Boston rescue driv

ggl~aleliss tr~l ~eB0

ly Joeeph K During the 1955 restructuring, the re-
nI's reorganizatiodnal prob- duction of Inscomm personnel by sixty
stirred a great deal of con- percent posed the dilemma of ad-
the past few days, but its equately representing the student body

re neither unique nor insol- with a reduced committee. Resulting
fin the past 18 years, from the necessity of dispatching bus-
tas undergone two s&i inmess quickly, the Executive Committee
gs. became very powerful, with most of

L_(Please turn to page 1 )
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Engineered to eliminate vibration,
Ultraminiature to 21/4 x 31/4 nega-
tives. Double post cantilever rigid-
ity. Matched condensers. Movable
neg stage. Rack-and-pinion posi-
tioning. Torsion bar elevation.
Tilting lens stage.
Convection cooling.
projections.

Regular Price

Special Coop Price

Colorhead.
Maural size

$.2168$151520

SET A
Janpol
Continuous Filtration
Color Lens

50 mmrn Beseler
Isco Lens

$116,20
(usual price)

25.00
(usual price)

$25.00
(usual price)

$25.00
(usual price)

50 mm Beseler
isco Lens

75 mm Beseler
seco Lens

Total
You pay only
You save

III.
"I.- I " - --l' I I

SET C
Janpo,
Continuous Fiitration
Color Lens

Beseler Negatrans

Enlarger Cover

$ 116. 20
(usual price)

$37.50
(usual price)

$8.95
(usual price)

I

, I . ..I

SET D,,,
Janpol
Continuous Filtration
Color Lens

Beseler Negatrans

Enlarger Cover

Contrast Filter Set

Extension Cone

Beseler Resistrol
It --

$116,20
(usual price)

$37.s50
(usual price)

$8.95
(usual price)

$12.o00
(usual price)

$10.50
(usual price)

$15.25
(usual price)

BESELER
PRO'DUCTS
FACTORY
IiaW o B3X

DB��BB�I$�I

OCt, 31 mtT.
Studont Center
.ov, a MediCal Center

WHAT WE DO

Design and manufacture automatic
equipment for testing, evaluating and
classifying transistors, resistors, diodes
and integrated circuits, complex systems
are computer operated.

WHAT'S SO
GOOD ABOUT IT:

An eight year old company with an
astonishing growth rate, now employing
dclose to 350 people. An acknowledged
leader' in the industry, with markets
around the world. A unique, ten-year
guarantee on critical circuits.
Instruments with built-in accuracy -no
adjusting or calibrating once installed.

WIO WE"RE',
L .0 S0 K I N G" F gu ReI

An opportunity to quickly become a
producing member of the organization -

you won't have time to be an apprentice.
A company small enough to notice the
contributions of capable individuals-and
tangibly reward them. An informal
atraephere combined with a .high
degree of technical involvement in all
phases of the company's operation.

WHAT ELSE:

A progressive collection of fringe
benefits which includes generous Cash
Bonus and Profit Sharing Plans, tuition
reimbursement of up to 100% and
up-to-date group insuranc coverage;.-The
swinging Boston - area - socially,
culturally, educationally outstanding.
Nearby, famed winter and summer resort
areas.

WHAT TO DO

ABOUT IT:

Talk to our representative when he visits
your campus or send your resume to our
Technical Employment Division.

Campus Interviews Thursday, Oct. 31.

ISTH^TZUN o .8 2 Harvard Coo 
Save on the BESELER 23C ENLARGER
with purchase of SET OF ACCESSORIES

Total $141.20
You pay only $125.00
You save $ 16.20

SET B

$50.00
$30.00
$20.00

Total $162.65
You pay only $130.00
You save $ 32.65

About the Janpol Lens
A continuous filtration color lens
that is also a superior black and
white lens. 80 mm, f:5.6, it allows
the dialing of color filtratiQhon right at
the lens, eliminating the colorhead
and the messy gelatin filters for
easier'better home color-printing.

About Beseler Negatrans
Your hands needn't touch the film
because the carrier floats a roll of
35 mm film between two bearings
... forward and backward . . by
remote gear drive. Handles 1 frame
to a full roll.

HARVARD SQ. 8:50 -5:30 Mon. - Sat.
Open Thurs. 'til 9. One hour free park-
ing Church St. Garage with purchases
$3 or more. M.9.T. STUDENT CENTElR
8:50 - 5:30 Mon. - Sat, Sat. free parking
in three adjacent parking areas
CHILDREN'S MEEDiCAL CENTER Long-
wood and Brookline Aves. 9:30-6 Mon.-
Sat. Parking available at Medical Center
and Deaconess Hospital garages.
"B" SCHOOL Mon. - Fri. 8:20 - 5.

The
Collegiate
Department
Store
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Fd. not' Gerald Farber was a
oer of the faculty at California

College at Los Angeles when this
ce was written. Originally

lished in the UCLA Bruin Spectra,
4, 196 7 the article has circulated

oughout the country since.
]flier this fall the article became a
jt of controversy at the Un iversity
Ajinnesota. After initial attempts to
the article from the curriculum in a
snities course, the University
gd its inclusion but only after a
Ie between the administration and
faculty and students which

Ived censorship versus academic
oinm.)

By Gerald Farber
Students are niggers. When you get
g straight, our schools begin to make
se. It's more ifiportant, though, to
orstand why they're niggers. If we
0w that question seriously enough,
wit lead us past the zone of
4emic bullshit, where dedicated
chers pass their knowledge on to a

generation,-, and into the
!ygitty of human needs and
g-ups. And from there, we can go
toconsider whether it might'ever be
sible for students to come up tom

gFist, let's see what's happening
l's ook at the role students play in

twe like to call education.
AtCal State L.A., where I teach,
students have separate and unequal

facilities. If I take them into the
dining room, my colleagues get

fortable, as though there were a
smell. If I eat in the student
ta, I become known as the edu-
al juivalent of a nigger lover. In
st one building, there are even rest
s which students may not use. At

State, also, there is an unwritten
barring student-faculty lovemaking.

sunately, this anti-miscegenation
like its Southern counterpart, is

t100 per cent effective.
Disenfranchised

Students at Cal State are politically
nnchised. They are in an aca-

ic Lowndes County. Most of them
vote in national elections-their
e age is about 26-but they have

voice in the decisions which affect
r academic lives. The students are,
is true, allowed to have a toy
rnment of their own. It is a govern-

itrun for the most part by Uncle
concered principally with trivia.
faculty and administration decide

2t courses will be offered; the
ents get to choose their own

Pmecoming Queen. Occasionally,
-nstudent leaders get uppity and

ulious, they're either ignored, put
E with triial concessions, or
neuvered expertly out of position.
-A student at Cal State is expected

I .
- I

to know his place. -He calls a faculty
member "Sir" or "Doctor" or
"Professor"-and he smiles and shuffles
some as he stands outside the
professor's office waiting for
permission -to enter. The faculty tell
him what courses to take (in my
department, English, even electives
have to be approved by a faculty
member); they tell him what to read,
what to write, what's true, and what
isn't. Some teachers insist that they
-encourage dissent, but they're almost
always jiving and every student knows
it. Tell the man what he wants to hear
or he'll fail your ass out of the course.

'Jump Boy'
When a teacher says "jump,"

students jump. I know of one professor
who refused to take up class time for
exams and required students to show
up for tests at 6:30 in the morning.
And they did, by God! Another, at
exam time, provides answer cards to be
filled out-each one enclosed in a paper
1 - -...._ald _ U1_ -_ · _ . , - -· ·

through. Students stick their writing
hands in the bags while taking the test.
The teacher isn't a proctor; I wish he
were.

He does it to prevent cheating.
Another colleague once caught a
student reading during one of his
lectures and threw her book against the
wall. Still another lectures his students
into a stupor and then screams at them
in a rage when they fall asleep.

Just last week, during the first
meeting of a class, one girl got up to
leave after about ten minutes had gone
by. The teacher rushed over, grabbed
her by the arm, saying, "This class is
NOT dismissed!" and led her back to
her seat. On the same day, another
teacher began by informing his class
that he does not like beards,
mustaches, long hair on boys, or capri
pants on girls, and will not tolerate any
of that in his class. The class,
incidentally, consisted mostly of high
school teachers.

Discouragement
Even more discouraging than this

Auschwitz approach to education is the
fact that the students take it. They
haven't gone through twelve years of
public school for nothing. They've
learned one thing and perhaps only one
thing during thos twelve years. They've
forgotten. their algebra. They're
hopelessly vague about chemistry and
physics. They've grown to fear and
resent literature. They write like

.

Tony Bennet Oct. 4-19 - Ed Ames Oct. 21 -No. 2

New 60% t300 o t 
on top-name ant ertaiament

at world-famous'Eapire 1oom
in the Wald d rfAstrsia

THE STUDENT STAND-BY PLAN
(HOW IT WORKS)

Telephone (212) 355°3000 on the day you'd like
to see the show. If available, your reservations
will be instantly confirmed at the special student
rate of just $2 per person. (lirmited to ages 18
thru 25 and you must bring your student I.D. or
airline discount card with you)

Special Student Room Rates, Too!

Singles $12 / Doubles $9.50 per person

Triples $8 per person

Park Ave. between 49th & 50th Sts.
New York, New York 10022

- (212) 355-3000
InformatlorQ on Rooms? Stars? Cail the abo e numberI

they've been lobotomized. But Jesus,
can they follow orders! Freshmen
come up to me with an essay and ask if
I want it folded and whether their
name should be in the upper right hand
corner. And- I want to cry and kiss
them and caress their poor tortured
heads.

Two truths
Students don't ask that orders make

sense. They give up expecting to make
sense long before they leave elementary
school. Things are true because the
teacher says they're true. At a very
early age, we all learn to accept "two
truths," as did certain medieval
churchmen. Outside of class, things are
true to your tongue, your fingers, your
stomach, your heart. Inside class,
things are true by reason of authority.
And that's just fine because you don't
care anyway. Miss Widemeyer tells you
a noun is a person, place or thing. So
let it be. You don't give a rat's ass? Shte
doesn't give a rat's ass.

her. Back in kindergarten, you found
out that teachers only love children
who stand in nice straight lines. And
that's where it's been ever since.

What school amounts to, then, for
white and black kids alike, is a 12-year
course in how to be slaves. What else
could explain what I see in a freshman
class? They've got that slave mentality:
obliging and ingratiating on the surface
but hostile and resistant underneath.

Black Slaves
As do black slaves, students vary in

their awareness of what's going on.
Some recognize their own put-on for
what it is and even let their rebellion
break through to the surface now and
then. Others - including most of the
students" - have been more deeply
brainwashed. They swallow the bullshit
with greedy mouths. They're pathetic-
ally eager to be pushed around. They're
like those old grey-headed house nig-
gers you can still find in the South who
don't see what all the fuss is about
because Mr. 'Charlie "treats us real
good."

Favor the Toms
College entrance requirements tend

to favor the Toms and screen out the
rebels. Not entirely, of course. Some
students at Cal State L. A. are expert -
con artists who know perfectly well
what's happening. They want the de-
gree or the 2-S and to spend their years

,on the old plantation alternately laugh-
ing and cursing as they play the game.

If their egos are strong enough, they
cheat a lot. And, of course, even the
Toms are angry down deep somewhere.
But it comes out in passive rather than
active aggression. They're unexplain-
ably thickwitted and subject to fre-
quent spells of laziness. They misread
simple questions. They spend their
nights mechanically outlining history
chapters while meticulously failing to
comprehend a word of what's in front
of them.

The saddest cases among both black
slaves and student slaves are the ones
who have so thoroughly introjected
their masters' values that their anger is
all turned inward. At Cal State, these
are the kids for whom every low grade
is torture, who stammer and shake
when they speak to a professor, who go
through an emotional crisis every time
they're called upon during class. You
can recognize them easily at finals
time. Their faces are festooned with
fresh pimples; theirbowels boil audibly

Judgment, the parents and teachers
who created these wrecks are going to
burn in hell.

So students are niggers. It's time to
find out why, and to do this, we have
to take a long look at Mr. Charlie.

Working conditions
The teachers I know best are college

professors. Outside the classroom and
taken as a group, their most striking
characteristic is timidity. They're short
on balls.

Just look at their working
conditions. At a time when even mi-
grant works have begun to fight and
win, college professors are still afraid to
make more than a token effort to
improve on their pitiful economic
status. In California state colleges, the
faculties are screwed regularly and
vigorously by the Governor and Legi-
slature and yet they still won't offer
any solid resistance. They lie flat on
their stomachs with their pants down,
mumbling catch phrases like "profes-
sional dignity" and "meaningful dia-
logue."

Professors were no different when I
was an undergraduate at UCJIA during
the McCarthy era; it was like a cattle
stampede as they rushed to cop out.
And in more recent years, I found that
my being arrested in sit-ins brought
from my colleagues not so much ap-
proval or condemnation as open-
mouthed astonishment. "You could
lose your job!"

Now, of course, there's the ietnnm-
ese war. It gets some opposition from a
few teachers. Some support it. But a
vast number of professors who know
perfectly well what's happening, are
copping out again. And in the high
schools, you can forget it. Stillness
reigns.

I'm not sure why teachers are so
chickenshit. It could be that academic
training itself forces a split between
thought and action. It might also be
that the tenured security of a teaching
job attracts -timid persons and,
furthermore, that teaching, like police
work, pulls in persons who are unsure
of themselves and need weapons and
the other external trappings of
authority.

Protected environment
At any rate, teachers ARE short on

balls. And, as Judy Eisenstein has
eloquently pointed out, the classroom
offers an artificial and protected
environment in which they can exercise
their will to power. Your neighbors
may drive a better car; gas station
attendants may intimidate you; your
wife may dominate you; the State
Legislature may shit on you; but in the
classroom, by God, students do what-
you say - or else. The grade is a hell of-
a weapon. It may not rest on your hip,
potent and rigid like a cop's gun, but in
the long run it's more powerful. At-
your personal whim - any time you
choose - you can keep 35 students up
for nights and have the pleasure of
seeing them walk into the classroom.
pasty-faced and red-eyed carrying a
sheaf of typewritten pages, with title
page, MLA footnotes and margins set
at 15 and 91.

General timidity
The general timidity which causes

teachers to make niggers of their
students usually includes a more
specific feat - fear of the students
themselves. After all, students are
different Me black people. You std
exposed in front of them knowing that
their interest, their values and their
language are different than yours. To
make matters worse, you may suspect
that you yourself are not the most
engaging of persons. What then can
protect you from their ridicule and
scorn? Respect for Authority. That's
what. it's the policeman's gun again.
The white bwana's pith helmet. So you
flaunt that authority. You wither
whisperers with a murderous glance.
You crush objectors with erudition and
heavy irony. And worst of all, you
make your own attainments seem not
accessible but awesomely remote. You
conceal your massive ignorance - and
parade a slender learning.

You might also want to keep in
mind that he was a nigger once himself
and has never really gotten over it. And

(Please turn to page 6)
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LOS ANGELES OR SAN- FRANCISCO
$228.00 + 5% tax

COIMPLETE ROU#D TRIP FARE
ALSO FLIGHTS TO SAN DIEGO

Group departres Fri., Dec. 20 and Sat., Dec. 21
Return Sun., Jan. 5 (or aiy day between Jan. I and Jan. 19)

MEET PEOPLE IN THE CALIFORNIA RUSH
MIXED TRAVEL GROUPS

MIT - WELLESLEY - HARVARD - RADCLIFFE - BRANDEIS - TUFTS
PINE MANOR - SIMMONS - BABSON - WHEELOCK - AND OTHERS

OTHER SPECIAL CHRISTMAS FARES:
lreand ad Sattie: $224.00 oud trip

Groups to Europe:
London: $223-00 - Paris: $243.00 - Zi: $261.00

UMITED SPACE - RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW!!!!
HERITAGE TRAVEL; INC. cafl 491-
238 Main Set ask for 
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-Some morning, as you walk past the lobby of Therefor
Building 7, notice the door which is marked which will 
"Selective Service Advisor." Take a close look at the that bulleti
hours; you will notice that they are from 10 until stops at ea
noon and from l pm to 4. forced to c

While we do not doubt that there is a lot of would be a
paperwork to be done in this particular office -and involved an
the shortened hours are necessary,'we wouldlike to the respect
question the policy of closing the office over the entirely rea
noon hour. With the institute's scheduling as it is, it would, in tl
seems to us that it would cause very little trouble to wasted tray
leave a secretary in the office over that hour; at the -Televis
very least, this might save someone a case of ulcers become a sc
when he got his 1-A in the 11:50 mail delivery and has occurre
had a lab from 1 to 5. appliance h

-An incident occurred the other day which has (roughly), t
led to at least three cases of disgrunetlement with the Chimneys. I
Wellesley exchange programl. A professor, in the the Mezzani
heat of the moment (no doubt), cancelled his class We cert
without giving any prior notice. This would not be to watch 1
harmful to relations with the other school, except begins to ir
for the fact that the course in question is one which of everyone
is fairly popular with the ladies of Wellesley. that the tin

The exchange itself ispredicated upon the idea We wou
that the problems of distance and commuting time Student Ce
can be overcome, and that each school has some- the T to E

thing to offer the students of the other. If the latter activities cu
point is true, then it is to each school's advantage to or the game
make the program as accessible as possible. Giving it freedom fro
a bad name does not accomplish this. is the case.

Crime in the streets:
a 1iberal cath ars/s

re, we would like to offer a suggestion
at least help the situation. We propose
n boards be constructed next to the bus
ach school. Then, when professors are
cancel a class at the last minute, they
able to telephone the other institution
d have a notice to that effect put up on
Live board. This seems to us to be an
asonable approach to the problem and
he course of a year, save many hours of
fel time.
sion in the student center has recently
ource of annoyance to many people. This
ed simply because the location of that
has been changed. For the past month
the tube has resided'outside the Twenty
Previously, it had found resting places in
inc Game Room and in the West Lounge.
airly do not begrudge anyone the right
television. However, when this activity
nterfere with the lives (and conversation)
e on the second and third floors, it seems
ne has come to change it.
fid like to ask the gentlemen of the
nter Committee why it is necessary for
be located in such an open area. Are the
irrently being carried out in the lounges
[e room more important than individual
>m noise? It does not seem to us that thit

Front page photo of Hank Vaccaro '71 eating a submarine sandwich by 

Tech
Biafra). It was implied that we sh0
feel guilty, and thus contribute rf
times a day as penance, because i
United States is an imperialist 
racialist nation, and the war is aleg
of the colonifil and racialist past i
which Nigeria emerged. We should f
guilty, it was implied, and should th
walk around wearing "KeeD B'
Alive" buttons, because we ti
supported Nighina, or because we di
know much about it before, or beca
Biafran children starve while we
eating. And so on and so on; thewh
basis and process of the movee
seemed built around the stimulation
this kind of guilt complex. Not open
of course, but subtly. One sensed in t

eyes of the solicitor that he view
failure to contribute as someh
sinful, and one could feel the 
degraded self-consciousness of m
who passed by the offering b0
without tossing in some change.

At any rate I strongly resent
implication in- the manner of
solicitation of funds for the desti
of Biafrta that I, as an American, sho
feel responsible for their suffering. I
not my "white man's burden."
deplore the suggestion that we sho
send food to Biafra, because the w
of food is simply not a problem.
starvation is man-made and will
significantly relieved only thrugl
political or nmilitary solution to
war.

In the meantime I agree in prrod
that we each ought to do "some sm
thing" to ameliorate the suffering.
children are, and have been sta
everywhere in the world, and itsee~
awfully hypocritical to me to resp0:
to Ojulcwu's political propaganda wv
a humanitarian appeal;, while chldr
in VietNamn, in the famine areas
India, in the earthquake areas in r
and Japan and so on axe qu
forgotten. We probably domuch mrt
of a "some small thing when 
publicize and contribute to NIC

Paul Beckerman

Forum

To the Editor:
There was an air of excitement

,the Inscoem Open Meeting toniht
strong that I feel moved to convey
expect that you will h1,~ includ
elsewhere in your paper the historyf
the discussions which precipitated
meeting and also the details Of 
night's confrontation, so I would
to stick just to the things which ex
me.,

.Please tun to page 5}

Flowers

To the Editor:

An Open Letter to the Committee
for Junior Prom '68:

Junior Prom is certainly one of
MIT's most popular events. One of the
traditions associated with J.P. is the
formal dance with long gowns, tuxes, -

champagne and corsages. Each J.P.,:
several hundred corsages are bought at a,
price averaging four or five dollars.
These flowers last at most a couple of
days and then find their way into
scrapbooks, wastecans, etc.

I would like to propose that your
committee request that there be no
corsages at J.P. this year and that in
lieu thereof donations be made to the
Biafra Emergency Relief Fund.

Howard Hoffman '70

Song and Dance

To the Editor:
I attended the Compton Series

Seminar which featured McGeorge
Bundy, hoping to hear illuminating
insights into the realistic possibilities
for peace in Vietnam. Where I had
hoped for enlightened critical
discussion, I found polemics; where I
had expected adherence to a consistent
theme, i.e., what to do now about
Vietnam, I found a comedy - in two
acts. The star of Act I was Mr. Bundy,
with his timnidly forwarded job
application (presumably for the State
Department). The star of Act II was
Professor Chomsky, with a finme
supporting cast. As in all "theater of
the absurd," no meaningful
communication was established,
especially between the stars of Acts I
and II.

To be sure, many of us there
Wednesday night had doubts about
some of Mr. Bundy's assumptions. Yet
the purpose of this seminar was not to
recreate the atmosphere of a war
crimes tribunal, but to discuss the way
out of a tragic involvement. Chomsky
repeatedly refused to deal with the
problems which Bundy intended to
discuss. Instead, he dogmatically
asserted his own basic assumptions as
incontrovertible "fac " thus leaving
no room for questions or critical
evaluation. The learned professor's
facile use of the language unfortunately
obscures his unwillingness to talk with,
rather than at, people.

Thomas B. Jones, Jr.
Course VI, Grad.

(31-061)

WASHINGTON-Crimne-in-the-
Streets is one of those issues which
separates the liberal from the
half-liberal, to the point of
polarization.

A reporter for the Washington Post
described to me the occasion of his
mugging and robbery one night at
Resurrection City. A yotung, black,
successful reporter, he was a strong
sympathizer of the Poor Peoples
Campaign. "I'll tell you, though," he
said, "when ftlat happened, I was ready
to say 'to hell with the poor people'."

It was a familiar response that the
liberal might catch himself thinking
when his car is stoned or'his house
burglarized. And-it does happen to the
more liberal more so than to the
suburban Wallace, man. I- felt the same
response only two weeks later when I
myself was nearly mugged and pulled
from my car while covering the same
campaign. I remember what my mother
said when I told hex of the incident.
"So what do you think of the poor
people now," she asked.

Wallace's jungle is here. As a liberal
I admit it. As a liberal I drive
everywhere--with doors locked. I sleep
uneasily, for last summer I was
awakened by a burglar. This summer
the Mayor of Washington himself was
awakened by a burgler in his bedroom.

Last week, youths went on a
window smashing and looting spree
for four nights along a commercial strip
with no racial motivation except their
black, youthful lawlessness. Black
merchants and white were hit
indiscriminately.

Comnplainlts

rs toThe
Vietnam Seminar

To the Editor: ,
I disagree with your praise of

McGeorge Bundy for making the
Compton Seminar into a discussion of
our future coarse in Vietnam. This was
not a courageous act on his part, as you
suggest, but rather a cowardly one. The
gulf between Bundy and Chomsky was
not widened by Bundy's choice of
topic; rather, by refusing to discuss the
wider issue of the formulation of U.S.
foreign policy (the announced seminar
topic), which would rightfully have
included a discussion of the history of
our involvement in Vietnam, Mr.
Bundy sought to rob Prof. Chomsky of
the chance to expose the workings of
American imperialism. The Vietnam
situation is but an example of
American imperialism. In this case, the
U.S. failed to easily obtain its
objectives. The main reason for
discontent with the war is that its cost
to us is too high. If we had succeeded
in Vietnam, then Americans would not
have gotten so upset about our
involvement there. As Prof. Hansen
stated, Mr. Bundy proposes only a
quantitative shift, not a qualitative one,
in our Vietnam policy. It is to the
qualitative underpinnings of the warm
i.e., the underlying assumptions of U.S.
foreign policy, that the seminar should
have been directed. Then we really
would have seen Mr. Bundy's face turn
red.

Steven Girshick '70

Biafra

To the Editor:

The movement to feed the children
of Biafra continues; twenty-four-hour
vigils, rallies, demonstrations, benefits
are going on all around. Things seem
less active on campus now than during
the first few weeks of the term, when
solicitors for the cause were loudly
present in Building Ten, asking fdr the
equivalent of what one paid for lunch
both upon entry and departure, and
so on. Nevertheless, I think the fol-
lowing, which I wrote then, is still
quite relevant.

The spirit in which donations were
solicited suggested that we as
Americans are in some sense
responsible for the fact that Biafrans
are stang to death irn great numbers.
It was imlphed that we should feel
guilty, and 'thus contribute our lunch
money, because the United States
could have prevented the war (in
particular could have supported

Lettel
By 81M Smith 

On a radio talk-show a white man
laments that he must break the law to
protect himself. Since his business
takes himrn into the ghetto, he carries a
shoulder pistol; he has needed to draw
it on occasion when assaulted.

Teenagers within the city are
getting "mouthy" as one corner grocer
called it. One 62 year old woman who
runs a store near Western High School
locks up at recesses and at the end of
school. This week one student broke
in, robbed her and hit her on the head
with his pistol.

Washington buses no longer carry
change since the fatal shooting of one
driver and a series of other robberies
this spring. Even the Macke Vending
trucks remnind one of a summer
robbery. They too0 carry signs telling
potential robbers now that the men are
carrying food, not money.

Within my own precinct, the
number of crimes per month has
jumped from the mld-300's last year to
the mid-500's this year, mostly in
robberies and car thefts. The local
banks have pooled some funds and
started running half-page
advertisements this week offering
$2000 rewards in any of 74 bank
robberies this year. (There were 29 all
last year).

The D.C. Stadium and Armory also
are within this precinct. Last month
several men and women were accosted
and several stabbed following a
Redskins game. Friends of mine
describe a more subtle and frequent
"assault" in the parding lots. "Watch

(Please turn to page 5)
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The real liberals, those who adopt
the title, not only are those who can
;Wb¢rd more ;pinlth'" (aS they can) but

emn a are those who can afford the extra'

two compassion demanded by a robbery, a
s his car theft, or an assault. The liberal
t the recognizes himself as an anonymous

symbol - a white face among blacks.
IIas His acceptance of beatings and

;eves robberies because of this recognition
blue serves to reinforce his awareness of this
ith~ symbol and is the genuine Christian act

of "turrning the other cheek." He looks
ig at the Bible-toting George Wallace with

scorn.

ih ef Crime-in-the-streets is a good issue
as ,,~ for the liberal. It poses the ultimate

challenge to his political dedication. As
MP to with the reporter for the Washirngton
MlY a Post, it awakens --him to his own

instincts as they are working within
other people less "liberal" than
himnself. The challenge then is to
communicate to the reactionary the
same arguments which he uses against
his own reactions: the sense that
everyone is a product of his
environment and that lawlessness on
the part of the blacks incriminates the
environment they are subject to, that
their actions are symptoms of
more than an inbor savagery.

A black friend of mine runs a
laundromat in Southeast Washington.
He put it best: "here they hare been
telling us for decades that we are

animals and now they get uptight when
we start shitting in the barnyard."

(Cosnrziued from page 4J

car for a dollar, Mister?" mne
b~cd. And they better pay th

Lhe Iiberal can respond in
5,but thle first way belies

sm as described above. Bu-
nwho react in this way

y those who vote libera
d to labelfing therns

s. Typically, these are the

democrats who "go along"
phrey or a Kennedy bec

al afford what they are "giv:
these people then sense e:
hi-de or the economic pinc
,enerosity, their "libe-ral

They take the dialectical lea
, but for their, it is not rea

(Confintied from Page 4J

The meeting's purpose, as I inlter-
preted it, was to discuss suggestions for
a new student government, so I was
very turned on by the prospect of
actually getting a chance to make
student government a worthwhile
thing. I have felt and seen around me
real problems at MIT, and I was always
bothered by our student government's
seeming ignorance or disinterest in
them. To be specific I am talking about
the very real and widespread problems
engendered by 1) tying up a young
person's time with steadies of science
while leaving to chance the problems of
choosing a meaningful career, develop-
ing a healthy emotional set and en-
abling him to adapt a humane set of
values, 2) living in an environment
which somehow does not allow one to
pursue one's self-interests by keeping
one too busy with exterally imposed
goals and studies which are of secon-
dary importance to one's life. Again to
be specific, Inscomm has, in my short
acquaintance with it, seemed to be

mainly concerned with fExing elevator
buttons, running errands for Spring
Weekend and other such sillinesses.

Anyway, this meeting seemed like a
beautiful opportunity to raise the prob-
lems which a student goveynment
should confront and the form that one
should take.

It was frustrating at first that the
schemes proposed were as horribly
bureaucratic as anything now existing;

tanlce. I guess it is because I have
become excited by the imminent pos-
sibibitv of a real community forum.

The administration of this school
think sincerely that they operate in
your best interests when they 1) force
persistent attention to studies by hang-
ing grades over your head, 2) lead you
to believe that you are growing up
when you discover that in matters of
relations with people, the evaluation of

the importance of your future job to
the community and the style of your
day to day life, you are completely on
your own, 3) cause you to forget that
the lecture, recitation, problem set
fornat is perhaps not the best way to
cultivate a love for one's field of
interest and to acquire the ability to
actively explore it. If you are con-
cemed about these or other problems,
don't leave them to the administrators
to solve. They won't solve them, be-
cause they are not their problems.

We decided to hold the next open
meeting on Sunday, November 3 at 2
pm. I don't know where it will be, but
the place should be announced soon.
For a chance to make this forum a

permanent part of MIT, I strongly urge
everyone to attend. It could turn into a
weekly Columbia without tears.

Robert C . Blum 969

Course XVIIl

one proposal, when diagTammed, look-
ed like an abstract cephalopod drawn
with a nlow-chart template. I felt, as
did certain others, that any scheme of
government which did not afford a
resDnnsive channel of communication
for the -student body would be worth-
less. A scheme which I proposed and
one which I would like to support in
this letter is a frequently scheduled
meeting or forum, open to everyone, at

-which the students would present fox

discussion their views on matters of
iinpoztance to them over which MIT
has some control. MIT is a community
small enough that such an ideal de-
rnocracy would be feasible, and no one
can represent or do anything about a
person's gripes better than that individ-
ual in colIaborartion withl others of

similar sentiments. If a telephone is
jammed, it is necessary to devote all of
one's time to its repais or to communi-
cate only by employing whatever rude
sounds the telephone will pass; a clear
line has the virtue of fading fromn
importance altogether to allow one to
concentrate solely on the conversation

unencumbered by the obtrusive pres-
ence of the medium. Similarly, I feel
that a simple and direct chance for the
students to air their views regularly will
elicit the real problems whish confront
MIT students.

It seems funny to me that student
government should loom up so large in
my mind, when it was previously for
me only a matter of middlintg impor-

Courses Siart NOv, 12

at Boston Office

pfivait Tutoring All Yr. Rouand
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Protested
To the Editor:

The boys who like to run protest
demonstrations could do the
community a good service and have
some real fun at the same time by
conducting a protest demonstration at
MBTA headquarters against the
proposed increase in subway fares and
the extremely poor subway service,
especially on the Cambridge-Dorchester

line and the dangerous conditions of
the trains on that line caused by bad
electrical engineering design.

A G;. Harwood

Flower by Linda Brigham

Nothing helps a young engineer's
career Iike-being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saving a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.

At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own de-
cisions. Learn frosm their own errors.

Don't get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.

If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broad-
way, New York, N. Y. 10038.

A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

- letters to I e ec~C~Aimi~ $mfthos

MENCH

jERMAN -
ITALIAN
FORTUO.

1, GREEK

I others. 

Bean
Counters,

Please
Now we have nothing against a good
bookkeeper. We've even been known
to balance a budget or two in our
time.

But the kind of graduate student
we're looking for comes with sights
set higher. He's interested in mak-
ing important decisions and making
them well. In learning to analyze a
problem, evaluate data, and arrive
at the best possible solution.

Our man may be looking for a
business career. Or he may just want
to be the straightest thinking young
man in the Peace Corps.

Interested?

Stop in at your placement office
and make an appointment to see our
representative. He'll be on campus
within the next few days to tell you
about our M.B.A., M.S., and Ph.D.
programs.

University of Rochester
College of Business Administration

- You'll ntever get-anywhere withoaut it.

Western Electric
LED~ MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTsEM

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Last year more than 100 graduates
came to our campus at TRW Space
Park in Redondo Beach, or to our
Houston or Washington, D. C. opera-
tions. Of the more than 16,000 men and
women in TRW Systemns Group, over
7000 are college graduates. Their major
fields of interest are as varied as your
own: Engineering, Behavioral Sciences,
Physical Sciences, Computer Sciences,
Life Sciences, Management Sciences,
and the Hurmanities.

It's characteristic of TRW Systems
Group that many of our employees con-
tinue to do advanced and applied re-
search in the same area of specializa-

TRW Systems Group is a major operating unit of TRW
around the world are applying advanced technology

I

t

Sakhasrov asks for -unltk
tar ain etd to avert werld- disaster-,-l

(Confinued from vage dJ -)
community. And they could learn to Sakharov was moved to make this plea for cooperation by what he sa
dance by dancing on the IBM cards. Immense and important problems facing m ianldd. He sums up these da*n'-
They could makie coloring books out of the steps needed to remove them in two theses. The first states that
the catalogues and they could put the division ofniankind holds destruction Sakharov says, "Civilization is inlpe
grading system in a museum. They a universal nuclear war, catistra phic hunger for most of mankind, sp
could raze one set of walls and l'et life fron the opiate of "mass culture" and bureaucratized dogmatism, asp,
come blowinginto the classroom. They mass myths. . In the face of these dangers any person who add

1 could raze another set of wails and let increase the political differences in between countries is guidt of a cImee e

education flow out and flood the second ;fhesis is that intellectual freedom is essential to human so-etyw
streets. They could turn the classroom freedom requires freedom to obtain and interchange information, fireQd
into where it's at - a "fileld of action" openininded debate and freedom from officialdom and prejudices. - .-
as Peter Marin describes it. And, believe None of the foregoing is particularly remarkable a unless it is taken in Co
it or not, they could study eaerly and namely the context of a man wcho lives under the active dictatorship of ffe
learn prodigiously for the best of all In that context, this manuscript represents a courageous and important st-e#7i&
possible reasons - their own reasons. road toward Soviet-American cooperation.

- -- ' ''"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ..... 
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tion they worked on in college.
For our challenges are much like

yours.
We're deeply involved in the explora-

tion of space and the defense of the
Free World. We're also applying these
advanced technologies to the complex
social problems of today...transporta-
tion, health, urban renewal,.land plan-
ning, water and air pollution, global
communication, ocean sciences.

As they work to meet these diverse
challenges, many of our employees are
continuing their study for advanced
degrees with TRW's blessing and finan-
cial help. That's just one of the reasons

so many people have found the move
from their campus to ours a natural and
rewarding one.

Perhaps you'd like to consider the
same move Makle an appointmnent to
see us when we're on your campus (see
below), or write to Dr. W. D. McIvers,
College Reiations, Room 7001-J, TRW
Systems Group, One Space Park,
Redondo Beach, California 90278. TRW
is an equal opportunity employer.

INC. (Formerly Thompson Rams Wooldridge Inc.), where more than 70,000 people at over 250 locations
to electronics, space, defense, automotive, aircraft and selected commercial and industrial markets.

aklves
(Confinued from page 3)

what we've got on our hands is a whole
lot of niggers. And what makes this
particularly grim is that the student has
less chance than the black man of
getting out of his bag. Because the
student doesn't even know he's in it.
That, mole or less, is what's happening
in higher education. And the results are
staggering.

For one thing, damn little
education takes place in the schools.
How could it? You can't educate
slaves; you can only train them. Or, to
use an even uglier word, you can only
program them.

Oppression
Educational oppression is trickier to

fight than racial oppression. If you're a
black rebel, they can't exile you; they
either have to intimidate you or F11
you. But in high school or college, they
can just bounce you out of the fold.
And they do. Rebel students and
renegade faculty members get
smothered or shot ' down with.
devastating accuracy. In high school,
it's usually the student who gets it; in
college, it's more often the teacher.
Others get tired of fighting and
voluntarily leave the system. This may
be a mistake though. Dropping out of
college, for a rebel, is a little like going
North, for a Negro. You can't really get
away from it so you might as well stay
and raise hell.

How do you raise hell? That's a
whole other article. But just for a start,
why not stay with the analogy? What
have black people done? They have,
first of aBU faced the fact of their
slavery. They've stopped kidding
there Pxe motre causes, some or wtrch
are better described in sociological than
psychological terms. Work them out,
it's not hard. But in the meantime,

'SS M IIg d

U =giv e W W&iof-Sniza~tion wit h an~~ j
~4a ,9 God~i~as" = ia a gfI'SIM, am* fie In-~i~s
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mmusm~E~niz~ absEut iSav-
Inv By Life hAdd.
Al~eft owN beXme
dhe O ddat st ften-
dw ovwFMI ev

ill

are to be
themselves about an eventual reward in
that Great Watermelon Patch in the
sky. They've organized; they've
decided to get freedom now, and
they've started taking it.

Student power
Students, like black people, have

immense unused power. They could,
theoretically, insist on participating in
their own education, They could make
academic freedom bilateral. They could
teach their teachers to thrive on love
and admiration, rather than fear and
rspect, and to lay down their
weapons. Students could discover

From your campius o oour$s.

ENGINXEERS AND SCIENTISTS

rPO A P $ N1 4 ,%*I

SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Republican parties.
One of the spolesmen for the party,

a student at Harvard, said that the
universities play a major.role in the
rent crisis. They.own a great number of
the buildings that are renting at what
many consider inflated prices. He felt
that the universities should be able to
house a11 their students on campus, so
as not to create the supply-and-demiand
problem that is pushing Cambridge
rents out of sight. He said also that the
schools should take more interest in
community affairs. He cited as an
example the fact that IMIT is financing
150 units of low-rent housing in the
North Cambridge area.

(Please turn to page IO)

UMUL0 con~test
wilW be hield

we ek of Nor v
Alpha Phi Omega has announced its

annual Ugly Man on Campus contest
will be held this year from November
18-22.

in the UMOC contest, four or five
students campaign to try to get the
MIT community to vote for them as
the ugliest person on campus. Anyone
may vote as often as he wishes - each
vote costs one cent. All proceeds frorn
the voting will go to charity, notably
the American Cancer Society. The
contestant in whose name the most
money is donated will receive a
non-cash prize, such as a night out in
Boston, and the group which sponsors
his candidacy is awarded the UMOC
trophy to hold until the next year.

The UMOC contest started over a
decade ago and ran for five years. Two
yars ago it was revived, collecting over
$400 for the American Cancer Society.
Last year the total rose to over $700.

Students interested in participating
in the contest and living groups and-,
activities interested in sponsoring
candidates should contact the APO
office, x3 788, for further information
as soon as possible.

Blacks are ictim$

Of group paranoia

(Continued from page 1;
which told blacks the necessity of a
good image and how to get it.

In his dissertation, Dr. Pinder-
hughes concluded that black youth are
the victims of group paranoia. The
negative feelings projected to them are
misconceptions stemming from ignor-
ance. Furthermore, he noted that
blacks, whites and reds will form one
group if present social conditions con-
tinue. .

The last issue discussed was the
hippie movement. Dr. Wallerstein of
San Francisco discussed in brief the
world wide community which succeed-
ed the beatniks. Stating who they were
and what they felt, he recounted time
he spent in Haight-Ashbury.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FRIDAY, NOV. I

Schedule an appointment or write:
College Relations Office,
LTV Aerospace Corporation,
P. C. Box 5907, Dalias, Texas 75222.
An equal opportunity employer.
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goes to the Council. If they fail to pass
it, it goes within a month to a special
election in which the entire city votes.
Students from Boston University and
lawyers in the area are working on the
wording of the document.

Rent Ceilings
Specifically, the bill calls for rents

to be restored to the amount paid
January 1, 1968. Under rent control,
the only way a landlord could raise
rents is if he makes substantial
improvements in his property.

Hand in hand with this effort, the
Peace and Freedom party is running
Mike Schwartz, a student at Harvard,
for State Representative from
Cambridge District Two. Their
platform includes proposals to end the
war in Vietnam, aid the the Black
Liberation movement, and permanent
opeposition to the Democratic and

I By Alan Baumgardner
The Cambridge Peace and Freedom

Party, at a meeting at MIT Wednesday
night, announced that it would
continue its d&lve for rent control for
the people in the Cambridge area. The
meeting, which was held in the
M ezzanine Game Lounge of the
Student Center. was for the purpose of
exposing MIT students to the plight of
the Cambridge citizen. A spokesman
for the party mentioned that several
hundred leaflets had been passed out.
"After distributing our leaflets in a
neighborhood," he said, "we would
tailk to the people. Almost everyone
was fed up with rent increases."

The drive includes an attempt to get
signatuzes on. at petiton to force the
City Counicil to pass rent controlt>
legislation. If 8(000 residents sign it, it

PARTHENON RElSTRAURNT

OPEN EVERY DAY
F 5 idler ts~~~' A.M. to I1 P.M.'

0 § I . | l ~~Extremely M~oderate Pricesi gR l~~~For Reservations Call 491-9592

; i g924 Massa Aove.
6:s~~t s (BETWEEN HARVAR AND

CENdTRL SOUAES )

When he does, he tends to take care
of his own kind.

He designs a company that is
one heck of a good place for an
engineer to work.

You can tell LTV Aerospace Corporation
is an engineering oriented company.

The ratio of engineers to
everybody else is exceptionally high.

~The icomputer support is tremendous.

'The Robert McCulloch research
laboratory is the newest and one of the
firnest big labs in-the country.

The engineer who wants to be a
technical specialist here can do as well
as the engineer who gets into
admin istration .

The engineer who wants to keep
working on an advanced degree can
do it right here.
And the projects: they range from deep
space to the ocean floor military
and commqercial aircraft, V/STOL-;
launch vehicles; extra vehicular
activity research and development; high
mobility ground vehicles; missile
systems; computer, technical and
managemernt services.

1.
p

4 S;41e=tNC:t AdVW=- 4LIBRCO- O~fH=, Add. Ad4 A5
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Peace and Freedom continues drive
to lower rents inn &mbridL e area

an @n1

8 f AOF

No question about it: the engineers
at LTV Aerospace are taking care of
themselves.

An LTV Aerospace representative will
tell you how to get in on it. I

spH^TsS?~p

201312@$

Blondes?

Theer mRst be more
to life ..

bGcder:

areer a' Priest or Brothr
For information write:

Bo 4659-iy?,r Wuh, DC. 21817
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Loeb 's'
By Robert Fourer

"Although Thomas Middleton was
considered by his own age as a satirical
moralist. to us his moralizing seems to
fluctuate between physical disgust and
an unwholesome fascination. Obsessed
with the' idea of lust as a mortal sin, he
makes it the prime mover in his
dramas; so, WOMEN BEWARE
WOMEN (written about 1614)
becomes a kind of psychopathia
sexualis, tracing in vivid detail the
gradations of passion between Platonic
love and bestiality."

wtJxa BaIBd~T· . ' '

-Wo men
Thus begin director

Senelick's . notes to t
production at the Loeb Dr
'With such an introductio
strange the play is being
But the program does a
arguments in its favor
accurately portrays a decac
and that it is relevant to sin
problems. The play does n
out, however; and whatev
does have is mostly from ot

This is true, most sim;
the result is not convincing.
o Fv a S U N

h I BR ~~D'UN 

.? ... . ;i.:. i . ..-.'.-'-!? A.. . ,9· g: - ,. o h i{ i

' ~" "'" Sophistic

A~- - Q ra _-~ -sa ~ r ~r

CUMINGJ - :Chuck .Berry & Fats Domino

A:~~~~~~ ·k ~g

· Lawrence of the scenes do work individually, t
;he current massive tragic. results leave or
rama Center. unmoved The play makes no pqi
m, it seems about -man s nature that is not usual
done a~t all. obvious anyhow, so' whether 
.dvance two characters fit modern types or notv

that: it little -matter. As for the depiction of
Dent society, particular period, it is undistingui
ailar modem historical references are far too few 
lot bear thij give anything more than a surf"
rer appeal it impression of the 17th century.
ther sources. How much this is the fault of
ply, because playwright and how much of 
While some production is hard to tell. The

does not seem at all wellb-rgan
-- t dramatically; the -impact of seri

DA Y i scenes is often ruined by overly coe
p p Y B· ones. In addition, none of

o U p i characters is sufficiently developed 
give much insight into his actions -
portrayal of the action of a 
variety of corrupt people is unable

m-to ,§ substitute for a revelation of the minI of a few. However, possibly so
portion of this is due to the wvay
characters are being played.

vit interpretations appear much t
* stereotyped to bring out any sub

, G .I points, though it would take s3
further study to determine whether 
actors had anything more to start it

'rS AT { (Half a dozen critical quotati
. M. rxeprinted in the program do indica
11CKS> I they might have.)
L.hiCns I Technically, the production
, tfiendrs generally satisfactory. Acting in

major roles, the performances
Kenny McBain, 'Marilyn Pitzele, She
Hart, -Joan Tolenfino, Bro Uttal, B
Growe, Mary Neufeld, Martin Anduc
and Jonathan Raymond are fii
individually, though often their sty
do not agree. The sets, wh
well-conceived by Marshall PlI,
often too flimsy, apparently due
lack of money. The fine costuming
executed by Tom Owen.

In the end, though, the only thin
that maintain interest are the plo
which moves quickly, and the top
after a while the audience begins

. share Middleton's "unwholeso
fascination." In reality, the play is n
always as dull as it may sound, nor
acting as unspirited. But for
presentation over three hours in.
with two intermissions, this is n
necessarily enough.

The .;:Wordpicker is a marking pen
that pini names, gleans 'words, and
highlights them all in bright yellow. You don't
use it to write down the words you have to
remember. You use it to write over them.

The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker.
It reminds you how smart you should be.
And for 49c, you shouldn't have to be.,.:
reminded to buy one.

-~~~~~~ 
.- .....

Mod pop, straight,
square. Ca:naby and Nehru
cny:hi:gs and everythingsin
39 of Boston's swingingest i
stores..Pru neans shoes,.hats.
coats, travel, theaters,
conventions. hotels, records,
tapes, books. ..you nameit-
Pru has it. Pru means
:leaping 52 stories in a
single bound. Catching
a view of Boston's wide-
wide-wild. Or Skywalking it. 
Getting the telescopes
to zero in on your dormitory
windows. It's all hereat
The Pru. .. the swinging new
section of Old Boston
that grew up and got smart.

Prudential Shopping Plaza
FPrdential Center, Boston

I- -

-- - -- - - --I--
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The Yellowm-lle~d V~ordplcker
dosd write words. 
ft helps you remeber them,,
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By Randy Hawthorne
As a "topical, satirical, intellectual,

revue," "The Proposition" sue-
s to the fullest extent. Through Ole

of its year's existence it has
t a good-humo red touch to the

t important .events of interest to
Cambridge-Boston community.
For two hours the cast runs through

number of sketches they keep on tap,
·of which are printed in the

Although many are-- quite
and have only a limited time

i'aothers are practically t'tmeless.
is many sketches exist from a year

!i/0ao when. the idea of "The
.sition" was hatched in the back

ol 0d bakery. The -changes since are
aly in the performance's polish
il'nthe physical theatze itself (new-
gitd benches). It is to their C'redit

~teven old standards retain their
jna humor and bite.

tesketches run from musical
O~bers to the always amusing impro-
:ions in which the cast shows 'its
e-its ability to ad-lib. The "Birth
trol" number sung by Judy Kahan

:-Alaina Warren was a put-down of
.ichurch, the Pope and our society,

i which it exists, all done in the
0~ innocent of ways. The "Fenor-
1 sketch with John Forster and

iDaniels remains from last year•iis a fine example of the dry wit
0 SOs effectively by the British. The
'showed its versatility. in their talk

6 discussion of the '"possibility of
i;rsignation oof Cardinal Cushing."
k_;0mnments were often'questionably

i! 2:00, 5:45, 9.40 !

TH~E SHOP ON MAIN

STREET

!/5:15, 7:30, 9?45 i

Christmas in C-alfornia
Spend your vacationin Call-
fornia this year
B o ~ard a Mon.Stop Jet

**2 Bags Free Plus Carton

Save $80,00 over r. airfare
(228.. PLUS TAX)

CALL
PARKER TRAVEL AGENCY,

(opp. B.U.) 566AM7
NOW- Reservations -are limit-
ed so reserve your sepa now.

Oag�s�ia�nre�es�s�

. COLUMBIA RECOg~RDING ARTISTS

- I---- -- I- -s

4

A WMEX'GOOD-GUYS PRESENTATION

RIDGE ARENA, BRAINTREE, MASS. -
TICKETS $3, $4, $5

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: HUB; TYSON; OUT-Oi ?WN (CAMBRIDGE).
AND AT THE RIDGE ARENA BOX OFFICE

·MAIL ORDERS; CHECK OR' MONEY ORDER PAYABLE &
MAIL TO: RIDGE'ARENA, BRAINTREE, MASS.

FOR iNFO. CALL (617) VI 8-0800
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By Greg Blemhardt
rody of the childlen's classic so
d the District Attorney that he
further performances and' pro-

to arrest the girls. as -soon as he
ifnames.

play, written by a senior in
originally featured eight nude
After threats of arrest had been
the number' drop ped to two for
Dnd performance. Appearing for
eight minutes, the coeds pot-
'innocence." They were partial-
en by a smoke machine which
a misty effect and light pat-

Also appeaxing were Captain
an'd his pirates, portrayed by
ten, of course.

"'Make like, not war"
editorial, entitled "Make like,

r" is reprinted in full from the
ata Daily:
e Sexual Revolution is 'over.
t Pope PaulI said contraceptives
)-no.

now the health insurance plan
through the University no

:overs pregnancies,
e is out. The "In" thing is to be
~nd of someone.
finence makes the, heart grow

Pass-fail succeeds
.'r a. two year experiment with
an pass-fail, the faculty of the
nia Institute of Technology con-
it as a regular policy earlier this
~evious to the decision, it was
ined that under the pass-fail

spark~~~~los

Federal agents have recently been -he par
g a man they call "Johnny Pot" in-itate4

has been sowing marijuana seeds banned
unused pastureland from Washing- mised t
[~0ough Kanasas to Ohio. Johnny got thai
s maps of the areass in. which he The
irs seeds to 'hippies. tlioughout drama,

ndion, who respect him as'a free coeds. t
it of the mental frontier.

Fraternity efiminadon? .. mde the seco
The trustees of W'iliams College abou ~
dto abolish all campus fkaternities Brayed'
ndtly. In announcing the decision, ly hiddn
trustees stated that the fundamen createdireason for the move was 'the terns.
ing conviction that -in today's Hook a

!rld, activities of the college should policem
ipen to all members of the under-
{duate ommaunity on the basis of This
interest,' talents, and capacity to not war

jntnrute as individuals, not reserved Minneso
Iany closed national or local self-per- :'Tht
mtuating social organization.' First
'Alumni trustees of one of the areano

elionals, however advised the School And
ilt they may bring lawsuit based on offered

grounds. in a telegram to the longare
Lq[istration, they charged that "The L ove
o~f restricting membership in any only for
.iation by a college administra- Abst
~nsmorally indefensible and runs fond."

fntary to every-tenet of student

~ts ." ~~~~~~~Afte
·Nude "Peter Pan" fzeshma

The University of Wisconsin was Califorr
luted to a topless-bottomless version furmed 
i'Peter Pan" recently. Playing twice-fnPr
if0re packed audiences of 500 people, deterrot:

revue...

system, freshmen attrition was down
from the average of recent graded
years.- Further, the sophomore
performance of the first pass-fail class
was better than that of previous sopho-
more classes. Also, the faculty repor-
ted, there was a significantly improved.
attitude on- the part of the students
toward learning for reasons other. than
grades.

I Druid revival?.
With the increasing seroflot nature

of most universitie, it is good news to
hear of .strongholds of traditional re-
ligious activity. One such stronghold is
Carleton College, the center Of North
American Reformed Druidism. Every
week the members of the sect, totalling
one arch Druid;one second order
Druid, and one priestess of the third
order, hold traditional services out-
doors.

Among the exotic rituals Of worship
is the act of Consecration. The con-
seeration involves mixing the Wa-
ters-of-Life (1 part water, 6 of Scotch),
dedicating them to the Earth Mother,
and partaking of them. In spite of the
appealing nature of the ceremonies, the
future looks dim for Druidism in that
two of the three wil graduate this year
and the spirit of Druidism apparently
hasn't reached the hearts of any of the
underclassmen.

The no's have it
And in'a student poll taken recently

at Wesleyan College, the statistics on
the choice of Vice-Piesidential, candi-
dates gave the no vote category a 66-65
edge over Spiro T. Agnew. Way to
nogt, guy...

classical...

Fischer-Dieskau gets
forty-minute ovation

By Steven Schiadover

Boston audiences have had to go ten years without a recital by baritone
Dietrich FischerDieskau. This situation was remedied Sunday when the great
flieder singer performed Schubert's song cycle, "Die Schoene Muellerin", Op. 25,
to a capacity audience at Symphony Hall.

Expressive Singing
The "Schoene Muellerin" cycle was a well-chosen vehicle for the display of

Fischer-Dieskau's artistry. Although some parts of it are technically difficult, the
interpretive demands it makes of the singer are far more important. It is to the
artist's great credit that he could not be faulted on either count. Like all great
lieder singers, he becomes totally involved in the-music and in the words, and is
even seen to act out the emotions and actions he is describing with small bodily
movements.

Technical mastery

Fischer-Dieskau's unusually smooth upper range and the complete control he
has over his voice made the many lyric passages flow forth effortlessly. The overall
emotional range was exceptionally wide, and when sudden changes in expression
were required, they came forth naturally. The soft, sweet, cantabile passages came
across best because of the artists's remarkable lyric gifts. He used a wide variety of
expressive devices, including extended pauses within the song entitled,
"Inquisitive", deliberately slurred notes in "On a Holiday Evening", and subtle
changes of coloration in "Rain of Tears" and "The Hateful Color". Tttroughout
the afternoon, Fischer-Dieskau's vocal production was nearly effortless, and the
sheer beauty of tone of his voice was amazing. The crescendi and diminuendi were
perfectly shaped, yet. not in the least mechanical. Occasionally, at the highest
volume levels, the voice showed signs of strain, but at other times the louder
passages were completely successful. Occasionally, some of the faster figures
became blurred, especially in the song, "The Hunter", which was taken at a
surprisingly fast pace.

The two songs immediately tollowing the intermission, "Pause' , and "With the
Green Lute Ribbon", were truly memorable, and could not have been done more
effectively: The remainder of the songs were consistently on a comparable level.
Perhaps the most telling comment about the success of this recital in
communicating with the audience is the fact that it was followed by a
forty-minute ovation' punctuated with five encores.

tasteful but deightfully humerous,
such as "the reason Jackie Kennedy
maxried him was that she was horny," a
commen t greeted by loud guffaws
from some and embarrassed chuckles
from others.

The players are irreverent toward
everything and in such close rapport
with their audience that their liberties
may be excused. For an evening of
barbed -humor, "The Proposition" re-
mains an excellent choice.

Tuesday, -November 5
explore an

engineering career
on earth's

last front er.

Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Con-
sultant-about engineering openings at world's
largest shipbuilding company-where your future

is as big as today's brand new ocean.

Our backlog of orders running for years ahead means
competitive starting salaries, career security, with your,
way up wide open. it also means scope for all your
abilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion
and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier and submarine
building, even automation. We're a major builder of
giant water power and heavy industrial equipment.
We're~starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
to the fast expanding field of nuclear electrical power
generation on land.
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're
next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
one of the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering
advanced study in high energy physics. We're close to
Old Dominion College and University of Virginia Exten-
sion Division, where you can get credits for a master's
degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other ad-
vanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
and special leaves to implement these study and re-
search opportunities.
Ask;'to, about the pleasant living and lower living costs,
here- in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
land; with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers Naval Architects
Electrical Engineers Nuclear Engineers
Marine Engineers Civil Engineers
Industrial Engineers Metallurgical Engineers
Systems Analysts '

See our representative
G. 0. Vaughn

Tuesday, November 5

He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY,
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.

Colege W orld

satireg humor abound
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At Boston Garden

McCarthIy tells audience
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You'll findd the type of company and job
you've been preparing for. A cormpany in the
forefront of advancing technology . . . with
diversified capabilities ... and a healthy mix
of commercial and governmnent business.
You'll be able to choose a creative career in
fields such as underwater acoustics; radar;
communications; space systems or computer
technology.

Come and talk to us on-:

NOVO Br 1Q68
Openings for:

BS, MS, and PhD Candidates in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINGG

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS
PHYSIlCS

For worlk in:

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN

MQANUFACTURING
VALUE ENGINEERING
FIELD ENGINEERING

RELIABILBTY ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING WRITING

Sign up for interviws through your Placement
Office? or write Manager of Colege Relations,
Raytheon Company, 141 Spring street,
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173.

WAYTHEONR
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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CHICAGO-It looks like a car. It
sounds like a car. It goes like a car.

But, really, it's a tank.
The vehicle in question is a new

Lincoln limousine built for President
Johnson and his successor. It is unlike
any car on the road. First of all, it costs
$500,000, which is about $497,000
more than most cars go for. And
second, it has some optional extras not
available from your nearby dealer.

It has. for instance, a fighter plane
canopy and more than two tons of
armor. This shielding is desigrnd to
stop a .30 caliber bullet, a barrage of
Molotov cocktails, or both. Once inside
the six-ton car, claims a Ford Motor
Co. spokesman. the President will be
perfectly safe from a small-scale mili°

tary attack." The window glass and the
plastic bubble top canopy, all bul-
let-proof. are thicker than the glass and
plastic used in Air Force fighter planes.

Firestone Tires
The limousine runs on four heavy-

duty Firestone truck tires. Inside each
tire is a large steel disk with a hard-rub-
ber thread, which would allow the
limousine to .be driven up to 50 miles
at top speeds with all-four tires flat.

The Government won't say anything
about the car-in fact, it doesn't want
anybody else to say anything, either.
Miost persons connected with he con-
struction won't say a thing, and when
the Secret Service heard the WSall Street
Journal was planning a story on the
car, agents called the editors in Chicago
and New York and asked that the
paper not print specific details about
the armor and equipment.

416 years to pay
If the Government were to pay for

the vehicle at $1,000 down and $100 a
month, it could have the principal paid
off entirely in 416 years, just in time
for the.Democratic convention in the
year 2384. However, Federal bargainers
talked themselves into better terms:
They convinced Ford to pick up: the
tab and rent the half-million dollar
machine to the Government for a
nominal $ 100 a month. In return, Ford
will get the publicity of having the
President roll about the nation in a car
which is basically a Ford product.

Actually, most Presidents have been
using Ford products ever since Calvin
Coolidge switched from Pierce Arrows
because of his friendship with Henry
Ford. The onily exception since then
was Franklin Roosevelt, who occasion-
ally used a partially bulletproof Cadil-
lac originally built for Chicago gangster
Al Capone.

The last three main Presidential
limousines-a 1939 Lincoln, a 1950
Lincoln>, and the car the ntew limousine
will replace, a 1961 Linlcoln-have all
been fairly vulnerable to attack. The
current car, a $25,000 Job commission-
ed by President Kennedy in 19161,
didn't even contain bullet-proof glass
until after his assassination when Focrd
spent $300,333 to partially armor it.

Control Ro~om'

'Inside, the car is like acmi
tiorfs corutol room. A backsa

radio-telephone will link the Plesideo
toa an emergency defense hookup
There is also -4 public address systen
that the President could use to speak t
crowds around the vehzicle and-b
cause Ot Mor. Johnson's Penchant for
watchineg all three TV networks at thi
same time-the car has three televiseo
sets.

If the new limousine proves satisfat
tory, the Secret Service probably w-l
order at least one moire like it~O 
national tour, the President oftenep
frorn city Ito city by air-too fs o
one car to keep up with him. wo
more cars could~C be leap iggd -b;
plane to afford hh-n protect even wr
city.

But isn't $ 1 million a lot of Mone
just for a couple of Presidential cars? i
al dependss on how you look at It

J8ohn Weinbterger doesn't think the ~m
is overpried at all. Irn fact, he says "
thaink it is quite a -good buy." l
Weinberger is in the armorpla~ting budi
ness.

According to the U.S. Army,a
brand new M4~$3 Al tank would havA

been~ $370,000 cheaper.

lConfinued fror pae 1)
was clear: to lead a campaign for
negotiations when negotiations are-
totally unjustified, when the US has no
right to negotiate anything in Vietnam.
Hlis aim was to lead a campaign against
a few bad men, against President
Johnson as the big evil, to keep protest
within the system. But the system-
created the war."

Schwartz received the loudest and
most vociferous boos and catcalls of
the evening- far louder than any Nixon
or Wallace received, when he charged.
"McCarthy's movement is over now.
McCarthy exists as a feeble support for
Humphrey afraid as he says to go all
the way in support because the kids
will think he's sold out."

But McCarthy did not sell out even
though some political experts thought
it riight come that evening. 'While the
speeches criticized both the present
:dministration's policies and the two
non-Democratic presidential
candidates, Humphrey w2as spared of
his name mentioned but once. And
that one time came when McCarthy
told the gathering that he hoped
Humphrey was listening, for "your
interest and commitment is not one
that wvill fade."

"dthe frin plise"

McCarthy told the audience what
they wanted to hear. He told them that
much of his early support in the New
Hampshire primary had come from
Boston, and that Boston is now the
'closing of the first phase of the
campaign.". -e spoke of the progress
that nad been made since spring but

wow ',-Amiga -S *s.-Z:,A

Photo by Terry Bone
Paul O'D)wyer, candidate for US

Senator from New York.
warned that "the issues are still with-
us.

Then he got down to the tactical
policies; to getting tile eleven
candidates elected to the Senate. "The
US Senate is our last defense,"
McCarthy explained. There is the
potential to take a stand on policies, on
'.challenging the CIA, the militarization

of the Defense Department." Through
the Senate "we .,can bring about a
change of direction."

And findally he told his followers
that with their help, together they
could "change the system or at least
shake it up." And as his fifial promise
to his supporters, he told them, "My
commitment to you is to carry the
cause beyond November S."

protects Mis certainty; he faces change
with terror, not challenge. He
characteristically looks outside himself,
not within, to find an explanation for
the failure of his view. In a
circumstance that calls for taking at
least some risks, he can neither change
nor adapt to the new situation that
confronts him. He begins to seek a
scapegoat to vent his anger on annd
finds it usually, in the individual who
raises questions and challenges the
certainty of his formulations. The man
who thinks that the complications will
be simplified only if the questioner is
attacked loses the opportunity to grow,
to change, to know.

There is another consequence of
this response to rapid change. The
clfinate in the college or the society
becomes . suffused with distrust,
positions polarize. Like dinosaurs on a
plain of mud, each in his own way
frantically puts on more weight and
thinks this form of strength will save
him. He doesn't know he has lost touch
until the mud reaches the level of his
eyes.

I write this on the plane on my way
to the next meeting.

Elderly forced out

{Continued from page 7)
The biggest problem in the crisis is

that of the landlords who raise rents
without end, because they realize that
students who rent them can double and
triple up, leaving workers and elderly
people with limited income to find for
themselves. Speculators are another
problem because they know that even
if people decide to. move out, the
universities will eventually buy the land
in one of their many expansion
programs.

The party admits that this will be a
hard fight. It is possible that the
landlords will buy advertisements in
local newspapers condemning the evils
of rent control. They may tell their
tenants "as a favor" that certain
services, such as garbage collection,
would have to be curtailed. Even when
the control is effected, it is possible
that landlords will cut expenses as
much as- possible, allowing their
buildings to degenerate. The party
feels, however, that'-strict enforement
of a rent control law wil certainly help
to relieve the people of Cambridge.-

generation gap. He said that youth
today was lonely, had less intimacy and
thus more shallow relationships than a
generation ago. Youth was afraid of
closeness, afraid of sharing. He was not
,.snowed" by the notion that society is
changing. Only the students' time
perspective had changed. Our only
problem now was that students want
what they want, when tiley want it. To
accede to their demands was
permissiveness beyond which lay chaos.

Youth suffers . from 'pluralistic
ignorace," -an illness, I inferred, he-felt
over-forties were immune to. Then it
came. Did we know that nore
American homes today had copies of
Spock, i.e. permissiveness, than copies
of the Bible? There were at least some
in higher education today who knew
the truth and where they stood: for
order and lawfulness. They would
impose them if we and the students
continued on our course.

He used the words of social
science-"'identity." "rebellion,"
"neurosis," "pluralistic ignorance"-to
alert us to the terrible danger that faces
us- permissiveness. The solution,
whether academics know it or not, was
to hold tight to the past order.

There is great danger for all of us,
Student, parent, faculty, Or politician,
When We come to rely On very simple
models Of the World of human beings
in Order to explain how things work,

-how education educates, how and why
Students learn. For one thing, such
models leave out the wonder and
delight of facing the unknown, trying
the unsolved. There was a time when
societies were stable over centuries, and
sucls simple formulations like
permissireness were adequate to the
task of sustaining decisions and choices
about human events for many
generations. Events, technologies have
surged ahead so fast that what was
relevant for our generation may ine fact
have little relevance for the next. The
simple view thait has outlived its
relevance, its power -adequately to
inform decisions can lbe quaint, can be
romantic, it can everen be grotesque.

When . the individual who holds
tightly to the model of his world finds
that it rat longer works, hie often
becomes furous at anyone who points
out that events have changed. He has
stopped listening; his righteousness

JC ml Salongets car
"'issues aare stall w-lith us"

Wh~en veu

on- Gus~

T he 'over-fortoes" talk "pIeati'ently
of c i i I xi

fEd. note: Thzis article bv' AIT's
Ch ief Psychiatrist appeared on tile
editorial page of the Boston Sunday
Globe on October 27, 1968. It is
reprinted here with permission of thre
Globe and Dr. Sn yder.}

By Dr. Benson Snyder

After the brandy and cigars came
the talk. Three students had been
invited to supper. They spoke quietly
of the tap between the generations, the
gulf between their expectations for the
future and their present opportunity.
They questioned the relevance of their
curriculum. They felt impotent to
intervene in getting their institutions to
change or even listen to them. This
statement was delivered politely,
temperately. It annoyed the president
of a university and the advisor of a
governor. The voices of the over-forties
were even more controlled than thle
under-thirties as they counseled
patience. We . come some distance
and the problems are conmplex. Didn't
students understand, the older men
admonished, that a.U of them had many
limitations on their power?

Patience. I wondered if my
generation had the elementary patience
to listen before becoming defensive.
Their talk of complexity hung like
cigar smoke around their own simple
conceptions of students and the
purposes of education. Store talk. I was
in a poker ggarne and the bidding had
begun. We each had our own idea of
how to play the game.

For the seventh time in the past
two weeks, I was trying to build the
case for education having been or
about to be caught in an ecologic trap.
Our present modes of adapting to our
environment were rendering us less, not
more, able to deal with the changes
that beset us. That's the bag I carry to
such meetings. It begins to feel more
eke a stone, and I have fleeting visions
of myself as Sisyphus.

After lunch the next day, the
s t u d e n t s having left, an
educator-turned-partial-politician was
asked to summarize where he thought
the problems lay with students and
their restlessness. This angry man
proceeded to give a 45-minute
;s eading" from the pages of some

yellow journalism Sunday supplement.
He began by attacking those of us who
had given weight to the notion of a

1IIllit a tio s paltlen ee

1) -i~
~B~sim
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/Coninued from page 12)
intercolleiate race, was all any
spectator could have asked for. MIT
first started third behind Dartmouth
and Tufts; they then took two quick
tacks and gained the lead around the
first and second marks, with Tufts
moving to second 'and Dartmouth to
third.

MIT vs Tufts -

On the downwind leg Tufts and
,IT engaged in a spinnaker duel with
first Tech pulling ahead, then Tufts
dding down a puff to edge out Tech
for second at the third mark with
Dartmouth fourth. The fourth leg saw
Tech fall farther back to last with Tufts
and Dartmoutth right ahead. This was
the order until 100 yards from the

_ _�

(Continued from page lj
the power resting in the JUAP. How-
ever, as a result, Inscomm promoted
student activism on an unprecedented
scale. It was highly involved with the
National Student Association and as-
sumed the primary responsibility for
increasing student control of the MIT
undergraduate environment.

Professor Salorna insisted that a
strong, activist Institute Committee is
needed at MIT, unlike the Inscomm's
of the past ten years, which have
allowed their powers to be eroded.

Activism needed
Recent events, such as the motion

to dissolve Inscomm, and the walk-out
which followed the defeat of the
motion only served to lessen the power
of the Committee, possibly forcing it
to reorganize. "Inscomm should bring

M.- "', ~o~a me. 'J ~ -- .... 'a'
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finish when McComb tacked out from
-under the other two and picked up a ist
ditch header to pass both just a few-
yards from the line to finish third and
win the championship in a heart
stopper. The final standings: MIT 32,
Dartmouth 34, Tufts 34, BC 42, Yale
52, and U Maine 68.

Three other meets dominated New
England sailing action last weekend,
Nevins Trophy at Kings Point, the
Tuftfs Nonagonal, and the Hoyt Trophy
at Brown. MIT participated in all, but
results were not available in time for
publication.

With the three wins the weekend
before at Harvard, Tufts, and Holy
Cross,' the Tech sailors are eager and
ready for MIT's 'own Schell Trophy this
Saturday and Sunday.

By AI Morgan
The freshman sports scene was

relatively bright for Tech this past
weekend. The soccer team snapped a
four-game losing streak with a 1-1 tie
with Boston University, while the
cross-country team split its triangular
meet with Tufts and Williams.

The frosh soccer squad played their
toughest soccer of the year through
regulation and two five-minute
overtimes before settling for a tie. Terje
Skotheim, scoring for the second
straight game, put Tech in front in the
second quarter, but BU came back to
tie in the third quarter. The action
slowed down for the remainder of the
game, with neither team threatening to
score. With a healthy, happier team,
the engineers journeyed to Brown
yesterday, before taking on Phillips
Exeter and Phillips Andover later this
week.

Tufts proved a formidable-
opponent in Saturday's meets, breezing
in with 19 points, while MIT had 43,
and Williamrns was last with 61. Over the
two and three-quarter mile course,
Tufts took the firtrst four places, paced
by Ryan in a time of 14:09. MIT took
five through seven, with Chip Kimnball
in 14:52; Craig Lewis, 14:55; and Rich
Goldhor, 15:01. The result of this meet
brings the team record to a respectable
4 wins and 4 losses, with only one
more opponent, BU, to face.

S cosynl ilS W RD

oohk cot 'Poin s'
Thursday evening at 8:00 pm the

intramural council will hash over the
problem of living group representation
and intramural points. On the issue of
living group representation it is the
current feeling of the council that
having each dormitory represented by
an individual while the IFC chooses
only three is not an accurate
representation of the living groups; and
the distribution within the dormitories
themselves is not satisfactory.

The issues of the intramural points
were briefly discussed in Friday's
benchwarmer (ed. note: Due to a lack
of space the editorial was cut short and
the conclusion inadvertantly omitted.
Briefly, the conclusion begged athletic
chairmen to poll their living groups and
come to the meeting so that the
council could get a feel for general
student interest or disinterest).

All managers and other interested
persons are urged to attend.

Photo by Gary DeBardi & Craig Davis
leads a BU detender as he brings the ball'down
tied the Terriers 1-1 in Friday's game on Briggs

John Kavazajian '72
field. The frosh kickers
field.

in important student groups and act,
ideally, as an Ombudsman between the
administration and the student body.
The students should feel that they have
the right of petition and adequate
representation. Also, Inscomm must
push for more student activism." Pro-
fessor Salomrna is presently with the
Political Science Department.

Continued from '50's

The Tech also spoke with Mr. Dean
Jacoby, UAP in 1953 and Director of
Organizational- studies at MIT. Mr.
Jacoby stated that the present concerns
of Inscomm and the student body are a
continuation of the problems of the
'50s, which dealt with attempts to
secure an active representation without
needless bureaucracy. "Inscomm is
now dealing with the more sophisticat-
ed and poignant question of why more
people aren't participating in existing
organizations. The frustration felt by
Inscomm in its search for a more
meaningful experience for the student
body is being felt by MIT and every
other college in the country."
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SPAULDING COMPABY
!071 'Maasachusets Ave. Cambrikl 

491-1230

New Engmad's Most Completey -
Eqiped gvIPyrirg Service -

An Equal Opportunity Employer
(-iAn Equal Opportlunity Etmployer)

SSc e Trophy upcoming frosh sports
for wianing Tech sailors TBhinclads top Williams, 0ose to u st

n
Saloma, Jacoby analyze
frastrations of Inseomm

IDm In-gstructors
Woo-sad positionls availableO

{or sekiers to instruct high school

boys [ nd girls. Prior instrlcfion
experience not required. G.ood
comnpensa;etn. Exce11ent slk t-
cill"es. WUr+@ or call:

Shfker Village

00 3z1 11-11 1, pwsftK
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, Aeronautical
o Electrical
o Electronic
o Mechanical
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Interviews$ campus placement
officeon NOV. 7-8

Martin Marietta Corporation is interviewing
for career positions in major, long-term Research,
Development and Production Programs.
Opportunities exist in the technologies
associated with Space Expioration, Advanced
Electrolnics and Communications Systems,
Missile Systems, and High Strength Materials.

Martin Marietta has major facilities in:
Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando,
Florida; Wheeling, Illinois.

If you are unable to schedule an interview,
please send your resume to:

DIRECTOR COLLEGE RELATIONS
AEROSPACE GROUP DEPT. 110
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
MARYLAND 21240

ens neerong
oppor un les

for° sc'ir,'a in all branchcs of engineerint

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

MONDAY, NOV. 4

APPON:NTfENTS SHOULD Be MADE IN ADVANCE THFiO'UGH YOUR
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE

PO TSMOUTH NAVAL SHIPYARD
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HiMPSHIRE

POSITIONS ARE JN THE CAREER CVIL SERVICE
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'I' ross-country,''~':
Ashfdown House swept to-the. IM '71 of Chi Phi. fifth.

cross-country tine with an amazingly No-timestaksen .
low score of 40 as they placed runners - A winning- time -was not availablei
first, third, fourth a-nrd 32ndl; -Baker- nor were times of any of the other
House, with 73 points,- finished second finishers. The- only time taken wasth t
in the team -stu;8dings with. Sinm C- hi, :of .the fairst ineligible runner, so
last year's-winner taking third with 93 - -course record -time- will have to wait 
points. - - - · : nea areah

The cold weather and gustymiHnd, The. Iourth team place went to DU
along with the lengthened course with 1L14 'points and fifth to Chi PE
dropped the number of competitors to -with - 26.-. PGD, },7 LCA, KS andDP
about I g0,,approximately" two-thirds as -: took he, sixth thru tenth places.
many as -ran lat year. The Amta fist' : ba - - 1 dmint6)n
two finishers were declared ineligible Ma-s Thirty four teams sre entered in toe
they 'had lettered i nce~untry ant _1X -]admiitn t unment which
other colleges, so third place fin.ishsler began play yesterday. The competition
Joe Richmond of -Ashdown". was is divided intoh one 'super' leaggue of
declared the winner. Scon~d place ~went four- tI s Chinese Students. TDC,
to Doan Saer ̀ 70 of Delta Psi, with Jokhn Burton and Baker, who automaticaly
Harkness of Ashdown third,. Ed BrYce qualify. -for. the 16 -team double
.of Ashdown fourth and Pete Pathok elimination playoff at the end of dth

~~~~~season and six leagues of fEave teams
The first freshman basketball team -j~ch, of whorn the top two in each

practice will be held toorrw lagu ointotepaoff.
afte~rnooKn at 5 pm. AR freshm~en egeg a h lyfs
intemsted in trying oult lfor -the- -tam TeChinese Students are defendinlg
are invited toa the practice which will tittists and'axe favored to retain theil
be held in the armory. ARl prospective crown. Their main chsallengers will be
,caers. are required to bring their owlTand ae os
equipmenet. 
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By Kien Cameri
-Tech's cross-country team ran away

from Tufts and Williams Saturday at
Williams, winning by a score of
16-55-61. The flaming blonde
co-captain, Ben Wilson '70, again led
the pack, covering the 3.75 mile course.
with a winning time of 19:10.2. The
cool, sunny weather was obviously
perfect for running- as Ben smashed the
course record by more than twelve
--conds. ·

The team showed the depth and
strength of. last year as they finished in
a near perfect sweep of 1,2,3,4,6. Larry
Petro '70, fmished second with a time
of 19:35.5, -also a record. Jim
Yankaskas '69, wvas third in 19:36,
followed by co-captain Stan Kozubek
'69.in 19:41.. John Owens '70,wound
up the MIT scoring with a sixth in
20:2 1. The brief words of
encouragement between our runners
proved to be breath well spent as it
kept everyone close to the leading
paces which aided their finishing sweep.

Kozubek gained a fourth with what
was easily the finest finishing drive to
date. Coming up to the final 440, he

Ta he Nt]E sloop Hi

- -- -a I 0 'a, 
S~ia jsr

This weekend the Tech sailing team
took the White Trophy for the New
England Sloop ChamBpisahip. in a hard
fought serie~s at the Cocast Guard
Academny. Tech's victory resulted from
excellent sailing by skipper Dave
McComb '70 and his smnooth working
crew of Bill Michels '70 on the main
and spinnaker, Tony Piccardi '70 on
the jib and foredeck man Chuck Wayne
' 70: The high winds and close
.cmpetitionl made a rewarding-but
exhausting championship over the five
other contenders.

Tech dominates
On Saturday, M~IT dominated the

racing with its fine tactics and precision,
spinnaker work. Tech jumped off with
tawo quick firsts in wchich it lead from
the start and woas never challenged. In
the third and fourth races. Dartmouth
.me-d saS 2cotntender4 --Vitsh, two firsts

to Tech's second and third in the two
slowest boats of the fleet. However in
the fifth and final race orf the day, Tech

followed Tuft's Thompson by a margin
of about 100 yards, Not discouraged
by what would seem to be an
overwhelming lead, Stan led him
through the' finishing gate by eight
seconds (about twenty yards).

The harriers go into the GBCAA's
today at Franklin Park witl their
record for the season boosted to 7-3.
Last year the engineers finished a close
third -behind Boston Un'iversity and
Tufts (42-61-62X, but as evidenced by
Saturday's victory, this record will
probably stand corrected after today.
Having broken three records thus far
Wilson is runniA - strong and hoping to
take home-the honors.

-- ~~~ ---

u How They Did d

Cross Country
.MIT CV) 16, Tufts 55, Wllianms 61

GClf

Stonehill 51/z, MIT (V) lV2
Sailing

MIT (V) - won White Trophy
Soccer

Springfield 4, MIT (V) O

Photo by Jin O'C
Ken Wei-sshaar '72 SAE quarterback, prepares to pass as Beta defen
close in. SAE won the championship game in the sudden-d
tjvertime by a 12-6 score.
effective against the Beta defense as letdwn-me. Both teams were ek
fanker Minot Cleveland '71 gained 52 letdowns frm the previous week
yards on anoth-er short cross to set ups did not play lip to par. Tore t

the winning play in overtime. 67 threw a 20 yard TD prassto
Ashmore '72 wvith three minuteseCleveland's reception put the baH on ly score.

the eight yard line and Rich Freyberg Ifn the sene s tiery scofe y
'70 took it in from there on a short in the second DUer of playoffsiX
pass in the flat' from Weisshaar. The flat PEP 19-7 and DTD edged TheL-
sudden death play thus ended amid the 'Chi 12-6 in the winner's bracket, w
wild cheers of the triumphant SAE SAE 'V3' blanked PGIDZ 7-0 and P
team and itssuppor~tet~rs. whitewashed SAM 13-0 in the loser,

-LCA bS third - bracket. Dave Hodges '71 threw time
LCA took thid place with a 6-0 tO"Chd:>lStwo toSteveGass'7Z nd

shutout of Burton House in double one to Ed Jones 68 in DU's vicfo
and Jime Shields '71 bit Frank Taylof

059 a1 X 71 twice for the Delt's tw
touchdowns. Bob Dresser '71 scoredToday

Cross country (V&F) '-Greater the winning-TD 'on an end sweepfor
Boston's at Franklin Parak SAE 'B' and Emie Ascherrnan,'61.

7,0monow - threw to Lloyd Wilson '69 for one
Soccer CV) - Posts~ College, away, 3 score md rii in another for the PM
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boats managed to pass Tech and drop-
Tech to a fifth place finish, only inches
from fourth. In the next four races
Tech seemed to have lost its edge and
finished 4-5-4 to drop two points
behind Dartmouth and -three ahead os
onrushing Curtis. This s et the stage for
the two last all important and
nerve-racking races. After a fast paced
duel-the entire eleventh race - between
McComb and Curtis, Tufts managed to
nip Tech at the finish for a first to our
second and Dartmouth's fourth. Thus
Tech and Dartmouth were tied for the
lead, and Dave Curtis who was one
point behind going into his last

(Please turm to page IIj

once.-Again pulled away at the start and
was never challenged for a first to
Dartmouth's - sixth. AUl day long,
teamrwork had been rewarded with big
leads for Tech or comebacks Which
capitalized' on the mistakes of others.

On Sunday. Tech started off tht
day with a come from behind victory
to take a commanding nine point lead
over Dartmouth and 12 point lead over
All-American Dave Curtis from Tufts.
Until the last leg of the seventh race it
looked like the. engineers were again
going to have another fine day.
However, in the last 200 yards to the
finish, the wind dropped and three

Club
the
then

And
two,
whi
resp

-defe
Jay
.scori

71.
83,1

b, Stonehill's own course. Three of
home teams top four players swung
i ways to 71 stroke totals.
Mike McMahon '69 and Don
Jerson '70, playing spots one and

lost their matches two and one
fle shooting a :74 and - 3
ectively. John Light '70 was
eated three and two over his 76, and
Wooten '71, though taking top

ring honors for Tech with 72, lost a
;e one up contest to his opponents's
Bob Armstrong '71, shooting an

lost two and one at number five.
The engineers finally started making
ir presence known when Greg
kson "69 tied his match with an 83.
l Creecy '70 recorded Tech's only
when he shot an excellent 75 at

rabr-seven, defeating his opponent

Tech's fall golf season closed its
curtains Thursday with a z24-Yi2 loss to
Stonehill, leaving the varsity team with
a respectable 4-2 regular season record.
The. engineers, hamrrpered by the
absence of three of their top players,
were unable to compensate for their
unfamiaritk with Pine Oaks Golf

A weedn' will -be hield Friday
afnsomw at 1:15 pm in the Vsty
Club loumge. All members of the track
team are uErd to check out their
equipment before the fifflt practic
which wil be held on Monday,
Noyembes 4. at S:15 an.

Last Sunday, rowing over a routh, unfrierndly' three-mile-long course, MlT;s their
crews turned in solid but, unspectacular performances in the Fourth Annual Head Eric
of the Charles Regatta. Bon

Although the engineer crews, both heavy arid lightweight. have been rowing win
since the beginning of the schoolyear, their training has been directed toward num
improving on style and techiique as well as toward developinrk the endurance 3-2.
needed for the three-mile contest. As a
rtsult, Tech was satisfied, with its Sprig f@e |d WI ns
s~howings

The heavyweight varsits entered.
two four-oared shells and an
eight-oared shell. The 'A' four funished
fifth in the race for Senior Fours, and
the eight fi*ished eighth in a field of 27
in the Jtinior division. Yale won tjhe
Senior Fours race. followed by 
Northeastern, Vesper, Princetobn, and
MIlT.

.I
By Ron Cline

Briggs Field was tfie scene- Saturday for the tenth"
straight loss this year for the varsity kickers, as Springfield
blanked the engineers 4-0. Although a shaken up defense
tightened considerably after a three-goal first quarter, the
.Offensive unit failed to provide the drive needed to put the
Tech back into the game.

The Springfield eleven, which have shown themselves
equal to such teams as Dartmouth and Yale this year, took
quick advantage of a dropped and free balls to take a
commanding lead by the end of the first period. The
defensive unit somhehow gathered itself together after the
barrage and held off the powerful home team during the
second quarter. A single goal in the third quarter completed
the scoring for Springfield and the game.

The booters journey to Boston College Wednesday for-
their third GBSL encounter.'' Last year's team also faced BC
after a 04- loss to. Springfield and came out on the losing
end, 2-5. If the defense toughens-from the beginning, and if
Coach, Mormison can imnpart a little inspiration to the
offense, this year's result could be notaboy different. 
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The lightweights entered two
eight-oared shells. TNle two boats
finished third and fourth in the Senior
Lightweight race, behind Hard and
Princeton, respectively.

The freshmen also entered the race
this year as part of thei new training
programs - istituted by the new
freshman coaches. The official results
of their race were not available at the
time of publication. Official times of
the varsity races were also-unavailable.

Several scullers entered the race
representing Tech. Ed Van Deusen won
the Junior Lightweight Singles race,
while Hans Rasmussefi of the varsity
heavyweight squad took fourth in the
Novce Singles race.

Photo by Gary DeRdi & Craig Davis

Carl Everett '69 (No. 17) uses his head to block a

Springfield shot, in Saturday's game. Tech lost 4-0 to

-a sirnnq Springfield team.
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By George Novosielski

SAE drove to its third straight IM
football title with a 12-6 upset over a
slightly favored Beta team. BTP scored
first and held a 6-0 lead at halftime.
but SAE hit paydirt in the third period
to send the game into sudden death
overtime. SAE then tallied the winning
T D for t he game and the
championship.

The Betas threw a 3-1-3-1 defense
against the SAE's, and this seemed to
stop the defending champions
temporarily as they ran few successful
screen pass plays, a strategem that had
been' very effective for themn in
previous games. The' SAE' defensive
unit countered by playing their
linebackers close to' the line of
scrimmaae an d litting the Beta ends
early. This defense had the two-fold
effect of stopping the'long bomb and
end sweeps, which were' the
cornerstones of the Beta -offense.

Steve Schroedoer '67 threw to Tom
Chen '68 for BTP's six points, and they
held the lead until the third period
when Ken Weisshaar .'72 hit Jack
Anderson '69 on a short cross to tie the
game. The, short cross proved very
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Massive Chharles Regatta
gives rowers experience.

By Harry Drab
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